
. a bicycle built for two . .

Happy Birthday, Franklin!
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Carolina Pharmacy

PHONES COME

This was in the early days of
telephones in Franklin. The pic¬
ture was made about 1905 at
the junction of West Main
Street and the Georgia Road
(Maple Street). The two lower
men on the pole are George J.
Conley (who loaned the photo)
and Will Jones. At the top, left
is Alex Myers. The fourth man
could cot be identified.

Sixteen Macon County men gave
their lives for their country in
World War 1, and 75 in World
War 2.
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We believe in America.
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We believe in North Carolina.

Most of all, we believe in Franklin and Macon County.
ssm

We believe they are built on strong, firm foundations, to

support consistent, healthy growth.

We believe they WILL continue to grow and that we

can and will grow with them.

Finally, we believe any and everything any one of us does
to speed their growth will speed his own.

Macon Willys Company
Authorized WILLYS Dea'.er

America has come a long way...from the
log cabin to the skyscraper...from the"cov-
ered wagon to the jet plane . . . from the
hand plow to atomic energy.T
The road has never been easy, but it has
always^ been clearly marked its mile£stones,'the basic rights on which this*na*J
tion was founded 'and by*which" it has;
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lived and grown strong. The right of eve¬

ry man to, determine for^himselff*>thei
course his life shall follow. The'right to
choose his own work or to build his own

business. The right to go as far *

as, his
own ability will take him in the direction
of his choosing rr. the right to compete

freely with his fellows in the achieve-
ment of his objective.'
It is these rights that spur each man to
create "and "produce to the limits of his
capacity."..tl\at 'prompt ^

each
^
business to

give its "customers"more for less. It is
these rights that have made America's
might.
^With pride we look back at our past. With
confidence we look to the future and all that
lies ahead. Holding resolutely to a^way of life

so critically tested, so conclusively proved ...

we shall continue our forward march to a

better life for all.

BURRELL MOTOR COMPANY
Chevrolet --- Dealer --- Oldsmobile
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